Art & Mindfulness
Chinese Brush Painting Workshop with Vivien WuShuan Burns

Learn this meditative and mind awakening art form using the four treasures of Chinese art - bamboo brush, ink stone, ink stick and rice paper in this beginner's level class. *Class materials provided.

Saturday & Sunday
February 11 & 12, 2017 | 1-4pm
2 Part Class | All Levels Invited
$50 per participant | Ages 16+

Asian American Resource Center
8401 Cameron Road | Austin, TX 78754
(512) 974-1700
Register at austintexas.org/parksonline

Burns grew up in the Liouguei, a mountain village in Taiwan. Beginning at a young age, Burns practiced Chinese brush style painting in school. After moving to the United States in the 1990s, the artist's style transformed by incorporating western painting techniques. Burns now resides in Austin, TX.
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